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This paper reviews the litereture on sources and measurement of

natural airborne radionuclides and radiation in buildings. It also

briefly reviews control measures and suggests areas for further

research. The najor emphasis is given to radon 222 arrd its daughters,

since they typicatly cauae the largest organ dose to the general popula-

tion, mosË of which arises from indoor exposures. The indoor radiation

field fron radionuclides fixed in building materials and soil is also

given substantial treatment.

Keywords: airborne radionuclides, control techniques, indoor radiation,

radon, radon daughters, radon sources, radionuclide contenÈs

I. INTRODUCTION

Radiation occurs naturally throughout the biosphere, both because of

primordial radioactive elements and their decay products in the earth

and because of natural processes, priuarily cosnic radiation, that pro-

duce eíther radionuclides or direct radiation fields. These naturai

sources expose humans to radiation both outdoors and in buildings. The

purpose of this paper is to review ínfornation on airborne radionuclides

A Review
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and radiation in buildings, giving part,icular attention to radon and its

daughters¡ the concentrations of ¡rhich are most strongly affected by

building design.

In the discussion that follows, we shall refer to radionuclide con-

centrations and radiaÈion fields and, by inference, to radiation doses

from sources that ere internal and external to the body. Radioactivity

may be given in curies; I curie = 3.7 x I0l0 becquerel, so that I pCi =

0.037 Bq. However, the concentration of radon daughters in air is often

given eB |tpotentíal alpha energy concentrationrt (pe¡C), as discussed

below. Radiation fields can be specified in tems of particle/photon or

energy flux, but it is more conventional in the present context to use

units of dose rate, in which case the type of radiation has to be indi-

caÈed. hle shall use rad as the unit of (absorbed) dose when specifying

ganma radiation fields (l rad=0.01 J/kg, so that I nrad=l x fO-5.¡/kg).

Fol gamme doses, the dose in rad is nrmerically equal to the dose

equivalent, given in rem. Note that a distinction rnust be drawn between

the tttissuett dose, that actually received by tissue and which Èherefore

íncludes eelf-shielding by the body, and the rtairrr dose, that deposited

in air in the spece under consideration.

The nagnitude of various contributions to radiation dose very from

place to place and from outdoors to indoors, and Èhe nature of the radi-

at,ion dose depends on the radiation source. At. one extreme, the cosmic

radiation field delivers a dose to the entire body, but this dose is not

affected greatly by the predence of a building and nay be characterized

prinarily on the basis of altitude. At the other extreme, airborne

radionuclides uay ceuse doses specifically to the trungs, and their con-
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centretion indoors Eay be strongly affected by the neture of building

materials and other sourcea and by building operational features that

clear the indoor air. As an intermediate case, the gamma radiation

field arising fron radionuclides thaË ere fixed in place typically

exposes the whole body and is affected by radionuclide concentration,

proximity, and shielding.

As one element in specifying the indoor radiation environment, it is

useful to sunmarize, based on previous reviens, the dose rate contribu-

tion from natural radiation. Two recent suttttnaries are the United

Natíons "UNSCEAR" report (unlZ) and - for the United States - a report

of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (na75);

both depend heavily on Oakley (OalZ) for U.S. data. Table l, based on

lJn77, indicates doses typical of normal ereas. External radiation, that

arising from sources external to the body, falls into two categories,

cosmic and terrestrial. The averege tissue dose rate outdoors from

cosmic radiation is approxinately 28 mrad/y; the dose rate indoors is

slightly reduced by overhead shielding (tta75 assumes 10 percent reduc-

tion of averege exposures). This contribution has a significant alti-

tude dependence, increasing fron about 26 mrad/y at sea level to about

50 arad/y at f600 m, the altitude of Denver. The average outdoor

population-weighted tissue dose rate from terrestrial radionuclides,

principally due to gamma rays from 40K, th" 232711 series, and ¡¡rs 238g

series, is approxinately 32 mrad/y. This dose rate varies substantially

because of geographic variations in the distribution of these radionu-

clides. In estinating average terrestrial dose rate6, Un77 used en

indoor tissue dose rate approximately equal to the outdoor rate; in con-

trast, Na75 asst¡med - for U.S. housing - that indoor dose rates r{ere 20



percent less than outdoor rates. Internal radionuclides contribute sig-

nificant beta and gâmma doses to much of the body (about 20 mrad/y, pri-

narily from 40r) an¿ a significant alpha dose to specific organs (even

excluding that to the lungs from radon and its daughters). The alpha

dose arises primarily fron internally deposits¿ 238r234y, 226,228ps, and

210Þ0 and varies greatly with body organ. one of the larger contribu-

tions, about 3 nrad/y, is the 210pe alpha dose to the cells lining the

bone surfeces. Alpha particles have a greater biological effectiveness

than g¿rmme rays, so that the alpha absorbed dose conÈributes a dose

equivalent an order of magnitude greater than that of the same

(absorbed). dose of ganme radiation. Table I shows, for various orgens,

estimated dose equivalent rates, in mrem/y, which are numerically equal

to tissue dose raLes (in nrad/y) for gamma and beta radiation. For cal-

culating the dose equivalent from alpha radiation, a quality factor of

20 rdas assumed (based on relative biological effectiveness), in accor-

dance with recent recommendations (tn77). The value given for lung dose

from inhaled radionuclides assu¡ned g 222grL concentration in air of I

pCí/L (and half an equilibrium anount of its daughters). The resulting

dose equivalent (600 nren/y) doninates the dose equivalent to the lung,

which has the largest value in the table. Even within the lung, the

dose from radon daughters varies substantially, with the largesÈ energy

deposition in tissues of the tracheobronchial tree.

AlÈhough all indoor dose raÈes from natural radiation sources ere

affected by buildings, those from inhaled radionuclides are affected

most strongly. The only natural airborne radionuclides of significance

ere radon and its daughters, principally the series beginning with

222g¡, the alpha decay product s¡ 2269¿ (a member of the 238u series).
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Radon is a noble gas that can move from the site of its formation, giv-

ing it significant opportunity for reaching air that is inhaled by

humans. The short-Iived decay products of radon, i.e., polonium, lead,

and bismuth, are chenically active and Èhus cen be collected in the

lungs, either directly or via particles to which they attach. The most

significant dose arises fron alpha decay of the polonium isotopes. The

decay sequence beginning ¡¡i¡¡ 226¡a is shown in Figure l, and, from the

bionedical point of view, effectively ends nith 2lOpU, because of its

half-lífe of 22 yeere. Because the alpha energy associated with decays

of the short-lived daughters to 210p6 po6es Èhe nain risk, daughter con-

centrations are ofËen expressed as the associated rrpotenÈial atpha

energy concentration'r (penC) of the short-lived daughters in air. The

unit conventionally used for PAEC is the working level (W¡,), defined es

1.3 x t05 uev/l, the PAEC if approxinately 100 pci/f of 222p¡¡ nere

present with equilibrium emounts of its daughters. Dose (and dose

equivalent) rates nay be estimated fro¡u the PAEC on the basis of rela-

tively conplicated nodeling, provided that the daughter particle size

distribution and other factors are prescribed.

The character of a building nay affect occupant radiation exposure

in three principal says: (I) the building serves es a container for

indoor-generated radon and its associated daughters, whether from build-

ing materials, underlying soil, or nater and gas; (2) building naterials

Eay contain natural gamma emitters (40r, 232¡6 series, 238g series); and

(3) the building shíelds occupants from external cosmic or terrestrial

radiation. The last two effects tend to cancel one another. The build-

ing structure may, in unusual circumstances, also protect occupants from

outdoor radon daughter concentrations. However, the indoor
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concentreÈion is ordinarily larger Èhan the outdoor value, and outdoor-

generated radon usually contributes a small additive term to indoor con-

centrations. Ignoring this tern, the steady-state indoor radon concen-

tration for a fixed indoor radon source strength is inversely propor-

tional to the air exchange rate, the rate at which the indoor air is

exchanged for outdoor air. Air exchange rates for most U.S. buildings

are on the order of l/h, with 0.5 to \.s/h typical for residences (win-

dows closed), but lower retes are desirable for reducing energy use and

are in fact typical in many other countries. The air exchange rate and

other removal mechanisms also affect the ratios of the radon daughter

concentrations to the radon concentretion. Activity ratios of one could

only occur if no removal mechanisms trere active and, as expected, sub-

stantially lower values have been observed. An equilibriun factor (F)

is often defined as the ratio of the actual PAEC to the PAXC that would

be associated with the actual radon concentration if the daughters were

in equilibrium wittr this radon.

Possible Bources of radon in buildings include building materials,

the soil and rock underlying Etructures, and water or ges supplied to

the buildings. In many cases, such as single-farníly residences in the

United States, the underlying natural materials appear to constitute Èhe

principal source of radon. In Iarger structures, the building naterials

may contribute a greater share of the source strength, but the absolute

contribution is usually sroall for most materials. However, certain

materials have been found to constitute unusually large sources of radon

and even of gamma radiatíon, a notable example being the alun-shale con-

crete present in ten percenÈ of Swedish houses. Largely because of such

cases, at least one international entity has recently reviewed the
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contribution of building materials to radiation exposures (Nu79).

This paper characterizes sources of indoor airborne radionuclides

and radiatíon, sunmarizes measurements of actual concentrations or radi-

ation fields, briefly indicates control meesures, and Buggests areas for

further research. The major ernphasis is given to radon and its

daughters, since they typically cause the single largest organ dose,

which arises prinarily fron indoor exposures. However, lhe indoor radi-

ation field fron radionuclídes fixed in building materials and soil is

also given substantial treatment. This radiation arises principally

from several primordial radionuclides with concentrations on the order

of 0.f pci/g or greater in rocks, soil, and derivaÈive building rnateri-

als, i.e., 40X and members of the 2321¡ st¿ 238g decay series. These

are also the decay chains in which 22h.n, 222grL, and their daughters

occur.

2. SOIJRCES OF RADIONUCLIDES AND RADIATION

a. Buílding materials

Radionuclide content

Surveys of the radionuclide content of building naterials in Europe

ere su¡rmarized in Un77 (p. 50, lable 8), which gives activity concentra-

tions of 40K, 226gs, and 23216. Average values for the concrete sample

groupq exanined range fron 0.9 to 2.0 pcí/g ¡s¡ 226g¿, 0.8 to 2.3 pcí/g

çs¡ 2327Ír, and 9 to 19 pcí/g for 40r. By com'parison, the ranges for

brick are about 50 percent higher; those forcement are siurilar except

fot 40x (which is 50 percent less); and those for natural plaster are

lo¡rer by about a factor of five. Recent measurements (e.g., St80b) give
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similar results. Concentrations for building materials not derived from

crustal components¡ ê.g. wood, are much lower.

Recent U.S. data (ta¡le 2) show concentretions in the same renge,

assuning that the series radionuclides are sufficiently close to equili-

brium to pernit comparison. Radiun 226, in particular, is part of the

238U series. In a number of cases, U.S. workers have examined the

radionuclide contents of concrete in the course of selecting materials

for low-background radiation-counting facilities (Ll79); the values

obtained are consistent with the European data, although somewhat lower.

The observed concentrations ere also within the range of values typical

for major rock types and soils (see below). Measurement programs have

recently been initiated to characterize the radíonuclide contents of

U.S. building naterials as a basis for underst,anding the resulting

effect on the indoor radiation environment. Kahn et aI (Ei78, Ka79)

have reported measurements of concentrations in various building rnateri-

als in the Atlanta erea. Ingersoll (fngt) surveyed concreÈes and other

materials as part of a progråm on indoor air quality; radionuclide con-

tents for concrete and rock bed eamples from a number of areas are given

in Table 2.

Certain naturat materíals have higher radionuclide concentration

than noted for ordinary concretes. Granite often exceeds the ranges

given in table 2. Shales in the southeastern United States are known to

exceed averege crustal 2389 gr¡gentrations by an order of nagnitude. A

substantial fraction of Swedish houses built during the period 1930-1975

used aerated concreÈe incoporating alun shale and having 2269s concen-

trations in the vicinity of 40 p0íle (Sw78).
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Considerably greater radionuclide concentrations than given in Table

2 may also be found in building materials using residues fron industrial

processes. Nu79 revietts use of such materials, examples being the

Federal Republic of Gemany's use of |tred mudtt (from bauxite processing)

for bricks and of blast-furnace slag for blocks. A possibility with

wider implications, as noted in Nu79, is use of westes from processing

sedimentary phosphete ore, which contain eubsÈantial concentrations of

¡¡s 238g series. Phosphogypsr¡¡r, essentially calciun sulfate produced by

treatment of phosphate ores with sulfuric acid, nay be used for building

materials, particularly wallboard. In this treatment 226F.t- follows the

calcium, leading to tens of. pCi/g in the gyPsun. Although the United

States is Èhe largest producer of phosphate rock, use of phosphogypsum

is most ettractive for other countries having little natural gyPsun

(tluZg). The principal example of byproduct use in the United States is

concrete blocks incorporating phosphate slag (essentially calcium sili-

cate), which contains most of ¡¡" 226g" .r,¿ 2389 contained in the phos-

phate ore (no79). For the electric furnace process used in Florida,

concentretions in the ore ere in the vicinity of 60 pCí/g, and the slag

has einiler concentratíons. Until 1978, a plant in Alabama (using

Florida and Tennessee phosphate ores) sold slag to comPanies in Alabama,

Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, and Kentucky. The concrete produced by

these companies ¡¡¿s 226p¿ concentrations estimated (and, in some cases'

measured) to be about 20 pCí/Z and nay have been used in approxinately

1001000 homes (Ka79). As a final example of potential importance for

the United States, Bome fly ash from coal-fired poner plants has been

used in cement production, and this use may continue. Heretofore it has

not been thought to contribute significantly to the radionuclide contenË
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of the resulting buildíng material (faZ9). Emanation measurements on

fly-ash concretes ere now being performed (Sn81)'

Radon enanation

The effec¡itt¿ 222gn generation rate in building materials depends on

the 226gs content, which varies widely as diacussed above, and on the

percentage of radon formed that does not remain lodged in the naÈríx of

the material. Radon that is not fixed in place may move through the

matrix by diffusion or, if large air sPaces exist in the naterial, by

convection. Diffusive movement depends on the diffusion length of the

naÈerial in question end on the material's thickness. (Diffusion of

radon in concrete has been measured by Kr7l, Cu76a, Jo78, St80b, and

Za}l.) ttre extent to which other trensPort Processes occur depends not

only on the material's characteristics, but also on environmental condi-

tions, i.e., Pressure, temperature, and moisture content' A rule of

thunb sometimes cited (e.g., Un77, p. 75) is that one Percent of the

222gn generated fron materials in ¡salls and ceilings escaPes into the

adjacent aírspace. However' recent measurements have indicated that a

consíderably higher fraction can escaPe: Stranden (St80b) observed

escape-to-product ratios uP to 20 percent for concrete; Ingersoll (In8l)

cítes escape-to-production rat.ios of 8-25 Percent for the concrete 6am-

ple groups indicated in Table 2.

Of most dírect ínterest for indoor air quality is the actual

tion rate, often given as pCi r-2s-l and sometimes as pCi g-I5-1.

urements for various materials give emanation rates over a wide range'

For example, European gypsun board and bricks yield, re6Pectively, about

0.3 x l0-4 and I x l0-4 pCi n-2s-L s¡ 2229n, whíle rates for European

emana-

Ìleas-
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concretes range from 0.001 to 0.2 pCi r-2s-l (.loZg). Measurement of

2229¡ emanation rate per unit mass for saurple groups of concrete from

U.S. netropolitan areas (fable 2) give everages that range from 0.4 to

I.2 pCi kg-l¡-l; 0.8 pCi kg-lh-l yields approxinately 0.03 pCi r-2s-l

for 0.1 n thick concrete. Several rock smples from solar storage beds

averaged 0.5 pCi kg-l¡-I, although (as indicated in Table 2) 226gs con-

tents nere considerably higher than those for the concrete samples

(rn8l).

The resulting indos¡ 2229¡ concentraÈions depend on the emount of

such material in the structure, the interior volume, and the air

exchange rate. For an air exchange rate of l.O ¡1-l and an indoor

emanating surface to indoor volume ratio of 0.5 n2 per n3, an emanation

rate of 0.03 pCi t-2"-l corresponds to ¿¡¡ 222g¡ concentration of about

0.04 pCi/f. Depending on the equilibriu¡n factor, this would yield a

PAEC of about 0.0002 S¡t. On the other hand, the much higher radionu-

clide contents of Srredish alum-shale concrete yields nuch higher air-

borne concentrations, as discussed below. Direct tneasurement of emane-

tion rates of materi.als made with industrial by-products (such as phos-

phate slag concrete) is underway. Considering that these naterials may

contain lO0 times as much 22fo..^ as the everege for concrete, contribu-

tions of up to several pci/r s¡ 2229î and a corresponding increase in

the PAEC could be expected if the same emanation raÈio pertained, but

prelininary results suggests a lower ratio (Sngt).

In some ceses, such as Swedish houses using alun-shale concrete,

building naterials are known to contribute substantially to indoor radon

concentrations. Such cases are to be expected considering the wide
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range in rad'ionuclide concentrations that occur in building naterials.

However, because emanation rate per unit of activity concentration

varies by more than an order of nagnitude (Un77), it is difficult to use

radir¡m content to predict the contribution of a particular material to

indoor radon levels. For this reason, more comprehensive information on

diffusible fraction, diffusion length, etc., and their dependence on

material or environmental factors is required before ne can characterize

building naterials on the basis of radionuclide content. Should this

information become available, radionuclide contents uray then be helpful

in characterizing indoor levels on a broad scale, ê.8., by geographic

erea. However, the facÈ that diffusion and emanation rates also depend

on environ¡nental factors, such as pressure and temperature, and on the

moisture contenÈ of the material nay limit the possibiliÈy for such

characterizaÈ ion,

In some cases, 22h'r (t'thorontt) and its daughters, ordinarily

present et much lower concentrations ¡¡s¡ 2229n and its daughters, may

essrlme importance, particularly when mechanisms exist for transporting

emanating 220pn rapidly ínto the airspace of interest. In couparison

¡¡i¡¡ 222gñ, the much shorter half-life of 220nn, 55 s, causes the Eeas-

ured activity concentratíon to be a parameter of secondary interest.

However, the PAEC still gives a useful indication of possible dose to

the lung, assuming that a realistic nodel is used (see, for example,

Ja72b). One t{L of 222gt daughters has the sane PAEC as that associated

with daughters in equilibrium with 7 pci/I of 22h.n. To the extent thet

238g sn¿ 2321¡, which have sinilar half-lives, have sinilar activities

in source naterials (as ís typical in Table 2), the PAEC fron their pro-

geny, the 220R.n gn¿ 222p¡ daughters, can reach similar values if rapid
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trensport Eechanisms exist. This may occur, for example, in solar

buildings that sweep air through rock or concrete thermal storage beds.

Techniques have recenÈ1y been developed to measure 220nn emanetion rates

(Ìrc18o).

Ganna Radiation

The energies and intensities of photons from decay of natural

radionuclides have been well characterízed. The external dose from

radionuclides in building materials arises from the gamma rays emitted,

and depends on the geometry of the structure and attenuation by the

materials, as well as on Ëhe gamma-ray energies. A sinple expression

Eay be derived for the gamma air dose rate (in 
þrad/h) in a hole in an

infinite uniform mediun (raZg):

X- = 2.43 (EV CU * Eth Cth * E¡ç C¡¡,

where CU, CTh, and C¡ are the concentrations (in p6i/g) o¡ 238g and each

of its daughters, 2321¡ and each of its daughters' and 40K, resPec-

tively, and EU, ETh, and E¡ are the average gamme-ray energy (in MeV)

per disintegration of the indicated radionuclide (including disintegra-

tion of the daughters, for the 238g 
"tt¿ 

2327¡ series). Using Eu = 1.72

Mev, Erh = 2.36 Mev, and EK = 0.156 Mev (razg), i- = [.2 cg + 5.7 cth

+ 0.38 CK in þrad/h. The etated dose contributions from the uranium and

thorium series ere slightly less than those cited elsewhere, €.8., by

Krisiuk et al (frZt), who may have used older information on decay

schemes. For the radionuclide contents cited in Table 2, the three

terms ín the expression for i- contribute comparable amounÈs. (ln

analogous expression for the dose from a flat plain is cited in the
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section on 6oi1.)

For an actual structure, the geometry is complex and varied; in

addition, the building materíals may attenuate the external radiation

dose from other Eources. Moreover, 222y¡¡ and its daughters may be

Present in the naterial at less than equilibriun values, thereby

decreasing the corresponding ganna dose. The 2227¡¡ escape-to-production

ratio is most often in the few to 25 percent range, causing only a srnall

reduction in the value of i . The effects of geometry and attenuation

cennot be so simply characterízed. Dose rate expressions from various

workers, perÈaining to a variety of structures, have been summarized

(tluZg). Sone of these expressions account for reduction of the dose

rate from outdoor sources. Moeller eÈ al (¡foZ8) describe e computer

program suitable for analysis of varied geometries.

The infinite geometry case yields air dose rates in the vicinity of

8 þrad/h for " 
40x concentration of 8 pci/g and 238v¡2327h- series

radionuclide concentrations of 0.5 p?ilg. A thick slab of such material

would contribute about hatf this dose rate at its surface. As discussed

earlier, a typical outdoor tiesue doee rate from terrestrial radionu-

clides is 32 nrad/y or 4 þrad/h.

b. Soil

Radionuclide content

Radionuclide concentrations for najor rock types and soil have been

8"m'narized. The UNSCEAR report (UnZZ) cites world-average soil values

of 0.7, 0.7, and l0 p?í/g ¡o¡ 2389,2327¡7, and 40K, respectively, with a

typical range of roughly a factor of six in each case. These averege
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velues are sinilar to those based on 200 meesurements of gamna dose rate

cited by Lowder et al (Lo64). Values for crustal rocks (t¡aZS, Un77)

typically lie in the vicinity of these concentrations, but certain for-

mations have considerably elevated values. For example, the phosphate

rocks of Florida contain ¡¡¡s 2389 series at tens of pCi/g, but with nor-

nal amounts of 2327¡; commercial uranium ore bodies in the U.S. and

elsewhere ¡".rs 238g concentrations of hundreds of pCí/g and higher;

shales in the Tennessee area have 2389 se¡gentrations of tens to hun-

dreds of pCi/g.

Radon emanation and transport

1¡s 238U series, typically present in soils and rocks at concentra-

tions of about I pcí/g, includes 226g., the source o¡ 222gn The actual

222gî emanation rate from the ground depends, as for building materials,

on the percentage of diffusible radon, diffusion length, and other tran-

sport mechanisns (including groundwater) in the soil. A review of

available measurements of 2229¡t indicates a uean emanation rate fron the

soil of 0.42 pCí r-2r-l (Wi7Ð. Given this value for the ground under a

one-story house, and assuming the radon emanated finds its way into the

indoor air, the soil could account for indoo¡ 222A¡¡ levels of about I

pCí/I at typical air exchange retes of I h-I. Because emanation rates

range over at least an order of magnitude from place to place, this

poÈential contribution can also be expected to vary substantially within

buildíngs. Considering that building naterials ordinarily do not con-

tribute as much 2229n, nultistory buildings can be expecÈed to have

lower concentrations than single-story buildings in nost ceaes.
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The eoíl ea a aource of 222y¡, could be characterized directly by

emanation measurements or¡ alternatively, if disequilibrium and tran-

sport mechanisms (including groundwater) were knordn, indirectly by rnees-

urements of members of ¡¡¿ 238g series. Because of the relative ease of

measuring genma rays, the indirect nethod nay be more appropriate for

large-scale Burveys intended to characterize the contribution of soil

radon by geographic area. Gamma-ray Eource measurements may also be

less sensitive to changes in pressure, temperature, and moisture content

than emanation-rate measurement6 (UnZZ; Na75). A further consideration

is that variations in emanation rate nay correlate r¡ith factors that

affect air exchange rates and, as a result, may conplicate assessment of

the inportance of soil a8 e source of indoor radon.

The nechaniems by which redon rnay be transport-ed into buildings have

been given little study. Soil-gas measurenents, which have yielded

results fron l0O to 2000 pCi/f (frO4; Sc78) ¡ EâY be relevant to this

question since they may help in characterízíng the radon contenÈ of air

trapped beneath building foundations. Emanation rates Per 6e are useful

only for placing an upper linit on the potential of soil as an indoor

aource. However, a more detailed understanding of the way in ¡ùich

radon is transported in aoil could provide a basis for using emanation

data to estimate the amount of radon that ruay accunulate beneath houses

and be transported indoors. Such collection and transport uechanisms

nay be strongly affected by changee in berometric presBure, soil mois-

ture content, tenpereture gradients, and wind.

The actual pathway by which radon enters a building from the soil

appears to very substantíaIly rrith buildíng design and construction
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practice. In houses,with concrete basements that are closed to the out-

doors, radon may enter by diffusion through the basement floor, by con-

vection within basement wal1s, and by movement through cracks and

designed openings or penetrations in either of these components. Even

in communitíes where numerous meaaurements have been performed, it has

not been possible to deternine the relative inportance of these mechan-

isms. In some nining communities, sealing of cracks has proved rela-

tively succe66ful in reducing radon levels (AtZA, At79, At80), but the

effectiveness of this nethod in general has not been evaluated. Even as

basic a question as the effectiveness of concrete itself as a barrier

against radon entry has not been answered, although info¡mation on dif-

fusion coefficients is inproving (xr7t, Cu75, Jo78, St80b, ZaSl).

The subsequent movement of radon from the point of entry to other

parts of the building depends on internal construction and building use.

Even in buildings with ventilated crawlspaces, the radon concentration

in the crawlspace air nay still be considerably higher than outdoors,

and a significant amount of the radon enanating fron the soil nay reach

the interior space.by transport from the crawlspace.

More comprehensive information on how radon is transported is needed

in order to develop techniques for preventing radon from entering build-

ings. It is also needed 60 that a correlation can be established

between the 2269s content in soil and indoo¡ 2229¡¡ levels attributable

to this source.
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Gamma Radiation

The ganna dose from radionuclides in soil mey be expressed in a

fashion analogous to that for building materials; the air doee rate

(þrad/h) et one meter above the ground due to natural enitters uniformly

distributed in the soil (and with ¡¡" 2389 ¿tr¿ 2321¡ series in equili-

briun), has been give.." ipl.r," = LBz cu + 2.82 cTh * 0.179 cç for cgr

CTh, C¡ in pCi/g (8e72). More current data on decay schemes may alter

this slightly. As noted above, concentrations of natural radionuclides

in soil and rock vary from place to place, causing comparable varietions

in dose rates. As examples, the air dose rate is estinated at 2.6

þrad/h on the U.S. coastal plain (the Atlantic and Gulf coastal areas),

10.2 þrad/h on the Colorado Plateau, and 5.2þrad/h on the rest of the

contiguous United States (t¡aZS), based on nuclear plant site surveys.

un77 adopts a world land averege or 4.6 þrad/h. The materials in e

building can provide significant shielding of occupants fron gemma reys

from local radionuclide concentrations, but the radionuclide content of

the materials nay more than compensate for this shielding (see below).

c. Radon from utilities

I{ater

Measured concentrations o¡ 222gn in well water in Maine and New

Hanpshire everage 53,000 p0i/l and l0lr000 pCi/1, respectively (Lu64).

More recent measurements have been perforned in Maine (lteZ8; Ge80).

Snihs (snZ¡) reports concentrations up to 50,000 pci/1 in Swedish

drílled ¡rells. Deep wells in Finland are widespread enough and have

suffíciently high radon concentratíons (averaginE 17,000 pCi/1, accord-
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ing to As80) to give rise to a population of thousands receiving radon-

daughter exposures exceeding occupational linits (Ca80). Concentrations

of 100-7500 pCi/l have been found ín tap weter from wells or underground

reservoirs associated with U.S. houses in which indoor concentrations

were measured (tto80). 222p¡, in water can quickly transfer to air, with

efficiencies of 30-90 percent, depending on water use (Ges78, Pa79); a

concentration of 10r000 pCí/I can raise everege indoor 2229¡ levels by

on the order of I pCi/l. It ís not known generally how widespread such

high concentrations in nater are, nor how closely they correlate with

high radium content in surface soils end rocks.

Natural gas

Concentrations o¡ 222gn in natural gas in the Houston area have been

found to everege approximately 50 pCi/l at STP (Ge73). Concentrations

in distribution lines at various points in the United States were found

to everege about 20 pCi/f (.loZl). The resulting levels in U.S.

residences due to natural gas combustion has been estimated to be less

than 0.f pCi/l, even ¡rith unvented burners.

3. INDOOR CONCENIRATIONS AND RADIATION FLUXES

a. Airborne radionuclides

Radon concentretions

Data from studies surveyed in the UNSCEAR report (Un77) indicate

that indoor 222gn concentrations vary by two orders of magnitude, with

average values in the vicinity of I pCi/l. Such a large range is not

surprising considering that the sËudies included various types of build-
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inge, building materials, underlying naterials, and ventilation condi-

tions and used nany different meesurement techniques. More recent meas-

urements, many of nhich were reported in two recent conferences (tla78,

sp80), have confimed this wide variation (see below).

Such a wíde variation is expected, even for conventional housing,

since the ventilatíon rate varies over a r¿ide range. Moreover, depend-

ing on the location and nature of a building, the radon source strength

can very substantially. The soil underlying a single-fanily house can

ordinarily be expected to be a principal contributor to its indoor radon

concentration. As noted earlier, a typical soil enanation rate, if

injected into the interior of a house with an air exchange rate of lh-I,

would contribute about f pCi/f o¡ 2229¡¡. Since soil enanation rates and

effective capture by the house vary by three orders of nagnitude (NeBl),

and air exchange rates vary significantly, a large range in indoor con-

centrations would result. Sinilarly, construction materials and venti-

lation rates directly affect the radon concentrations of larger build-

íngs.

As indicated in Table 3, homes monitored in New York and New Jersey

were found to have an annual everage 222a¡¡ concentretion of 0.3-3rl

pCi/I in the living spece, with a geometric rnean of about 0.8 pcíll

(Geo78). Sinilar measurements in Auetria yielded an arithnetic nean of

0.6 pCi/l (St78) and, as ie characteristic of results approaching a

log-normal distribution, a somewhat lower geometric mean. In these stu-

dies the mean índoor concentrations were three to four times as great as

local outdoor concentretione. llean indoor concentrations of radon in

the Oalo area were found to be I.3,2.O, and 1.0 p9í/l for buíldings of
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eood, concrete, end brick, respectively (St79). Grab sample meaaure-

ments of homes in the San Francisco area made during the Eunmer with

r¡indows closed and r¡ith an averege air exchange rate of 0.4 h-1, gave

concentrations averaging 0.3 pCi/1 (Be79); con6iderably higher concen-

tretions nere found in a rural parÈ of Ìlaryland (uo8l). Grab sanple

meaaurements in Illinois showed a substanÈial incidence of concentre-

tions greater than 5 pCí/L; 6 of 22 houses had concentraÈions of l0

pci/l or more (Ru79). .Unpubtished data (pfgf) indicate high averege

concentrations in a part of eastern Pennsylvania. A survey of 10r000

Canadian homes, in which neasurements were taken primarily in basements,

gave geometric mean concentrations ranging fron 0.14 to 0.88 pCí/l for

the 14 cities monitored (Mcg80).

Hígn 222gn concentrations have been found in uranium mining area6

and in buildings that use materials high in radir¡n content. In houses

monitored in Bancroft, Ontario, 50 percent of the sample had concentra-

tions greater than 3 pCi/l, over 25 percent had concentrations greeter

then 7 pCí/I, and about 6 percent had concentrations greater than 15

pCi/L (UaZg). High levels have also been found in hones in ¡nining areas

in the United States; at Grand Junction, Colorado, PAECs corresponding

to 222gn concentrations up to hundreds of pCi/l have been measured. In

e survey of several Swedish houses built wiÈh alum-shale-based concrete,

the average 222g¡ concentration ¡ras 7 pCi/f (SwZg); more recent data

give average concentrations of l5 pCi/l or more for residences built

entirely of such concrete (Sw80).

Concentrations s¡ 2229^ t¡ 0.6-22 pcí/L have been found during

grab-sample measurements of energy-efficient homes in the United States,
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many of which had low air exchange rates; the6e measurements ¡rere taken

with windows closed, and the air exchange rate6 were measured simultane-

ously (ttogO). Concentretions and air exchange rates have also been

measured in conventional houses in England (Cf78) and in houses at

Etliot Lake, Ontario (SnZg); the measured 222B;n concentrations were con-

sistent with those observed for conventional houses elsewhere (see

above). From his data, C1iff (Cf78) ínferred a large range in 222Rt

source nagnitude (a nedian of 0.32 pCi t-1n-1, with e geometric standard

deviation of 3.1), consistent with conparable extraction of source mag-

nitudes fron U.S. data (Ne8f). I{inter Eeasurements in Nen York yielded

everage 222g¡, concentrations of 1.0 pCi/1 for conventional houses and

6.4 pCi/f for "energy-efficient'r houses (ffgf); ventilation rates were

not measured, and most of the ttenergy-sfficient" average is contributed

by a single solar hone that, epparently because of e Particular heat

storege mediun, had a large source magnitude.

The range in observed indoor concentrations arises, not only from

differences from one house to another, but also frorn temporal variations

in source magnitude or ventilation rate in individual houses. Spitz et

al (sp78) have examined the temporal variation of indoor 222g¡ concen-

trations in houses in Colorado and New Jersey and Èhe influence of ven-

tilation conditione. Steinhausler (st75) has examined the correlation

between meteorological variables and indoor concentrations. In a review

of outdoor and indoor 222g^ concentrations, Gesall examines variation

wirh tine and place (Ge8f).
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Radon daughter concentrations and behavior

Radon daughËer concentrations are often measured as potential

alpha-energy concentrations (ranc), gíven in working level (m,).

UNSCEAR (unZZ) reviewed pre'I977 ueasurements, and numerous more recent

Papers appear in Na78 and Sp80. For the New York and New Jersey houses,

referred to above, the annual-average PAEC for 2229¡, daughters had a

geometric meeo of about 0.004 [{L ín the living space, with a range of

values from one house to another of 0.002-0.013 I{L; equilibriur factors

averaged slightly above 0.6 in the living spece (Geo78). Stranden et al

(St79) found mean equilibriun factors of 0.5 in dwellings in the Oslo

eree. Equilibrium factors of about 0.4 have been found in Sweden

(Sht78). Based on earlier work, Un77 adopted a typical value of 0.5 for

its estimates of exposures.

Measurements in Florida houses built on reclaimed phosphate land

yielded average 2229^ daughter concentrations in the vicinity of 0.01

I{L, but the range extended above 0.05 IfL (CuZg). Houses in Grand Junc-

tion (Colorado) in which renediel action has been recommended had PAECs

ranging fron 0.02 to I I{L. Sets of control houses nonitored in Florida

and Colorado had an everege PAEC sinilar to that in New York and New

Jersey (see table 3). Measurements have elso been performed in houres in

the vicinity of uranium mining operetíons (e.g., 4t78, At7g, At80).

In some casesr concentrations of individual 222¡tr daughters have

been measured. Based on work cíted in Un77, typícal activity ratios for
222g^¡2r8po¡214p6¡2l4gi in residences are 1.0/l .o/0.610.4, bur with sig-

nificant variability anong surveys. A survey of hundreds of residences

in Hungary gave higher daughter ratios (averaging L.0/0.9/0.8) and mean
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222gn concentreÈions ranging from 0.7 to 5.8 pci/I for various housing

types QolZ). More recent measurements of individual daughter concen-

trations, typically yielding lower ratios, have often been made in order

to correlate concentrations with possible removal processes; see discus-

sion of potential control techniques below.

Some work has been done on characterízírrg the distribution of parti-

cle sizes of indoor 2229^ daughters as well as the dependencies of con-

centrations and distributions on various paraneters, includíng location,

particulate mass concentratíon, air exchange rate, and air-mixing rete.

The fraction of 222Y¡, daughters that is not attached to particles, 86

well es the size distribution of attached daughters, was measured in a

laboratory building and in four homes (eelZ, Geo78). Such measurements

have also been performed in uranium minès. The diffusion coefficients

of radon daughters have been subjects of intensive experinental study

(recent examples being Ra79, Po79, and BuSl).

The sinplest models of indoor radon and radon daughter concentra-

tions utilize mass-balance equations connecting the indoor radon 6ource

strength, outdoor concentrations, and the air exchange rate, assumed to

be the only removal mechanisn other than radioacËive decay. (See, for

example, Ku79.) ttodele may also sinulate diffusion of radon ínto the

house (ltoZB), but transport has not been modeled in any conPrehensive

way. Models have also been made of radon daughter diffusion and attach-

ment processes (na6g; I{169) and of the effect of such processes on

daughter concentretions and unattached fractions (lalZ, Po78, Ho79).

However no realietic nodels of radon and daughter behavior in buildings,

by which actual concentrations (or the effect of control measures) night
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be s imul ated , has been at tenpted . More experiment al inf omat ion wi l l

evidently be required Èo validate such models. On the other hand,

attempts have been made to simulate, on a practical basis, everage radon

concentrations (St80b) or radon daughter exposures (SwZ8, McSl).

In some cases, daught.ers of radon 220 may be present in concentra-

tions that are comparable to 222Rn daughters, at least es measured in

terms of potential alpha energy concentration. Stranden (StgOa) found a

meen 22h.r, daughter PAEC of 0.0025 I.IL in 22 dwellings in Norway, half

the PAEC obeerved ¡s¡ 2229¡, daughters. In a few measurements of 220f,n

daughters in solar homes in New Mexico, PAECs were found to be approxi-

urately 0.005 t{L (In80).

b. Gamra radiation f luxes and shielding ef fects from build ing

material s

As discussed above, gamma-ray doses may arise from terrestrial

radionuclides both in building naterials and in nearby soil and rock,

and the radionuclide content of these two sources may vary signifi-

cantly. Moreover, the structural materials serve to shield occupants

both from g¡mma rays from soil and rock, and, to a lesser degree, from

cosmic reys. As a result, the building may affect external dose rates

of occupants in various ways and degrees. Given inforrnation on a par-

ticular building, the net effect may be calculated in a rray sinilar to

the work of Moeller et al (t'toZg), based on the gamma dose rete expres-

sions given above and on estinations of shielding effects.

In sone ceaes, the structure nay have little effect on terrestrial

or cosmic dose rates. Exclusive use of materials that do not contain
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significant radioactivity, such as wood, has the effect of shielding the

terreetrial gámma flux (about 32 nren/y tissue dose) by about 20 or 30

percent and has little effect on the cosmic ray dose (about 28 nren/y).

A concrete foundation (slab floor or basement) has no effect on the

cosmic ray dose and, if its radionuclide content is sinilar to that of

surroundíng eoi'l or rock, littIe effect on the terrestrial dose. That

is, although concrete substantially ettenuates gemmas frm the soil or

rock, it contributes a.gamma flux that compensetes for this reduction.

On the other hand, if e building also uses concrete in the walls and

ceilings, and has a radionuclide content sinilar to that of local soil

and rock, an approxinete doubling of gamma dose rates from terrestrial

radionuclides occurs. As Eome compensation, concrete ¡salls and ceilings

tend to shield occupants from cosmic rays, in many cases by only about

20 percent, but by larger factors for large buildings.

Ordinarily, then, building materials having crustal conponents with

radionuclide contents sinilar to that of local soil and rock may

increase external dose rates for occupants by ,rp to tens of mrern/y or

may decrease rates by a somewhat emaller amount. Table I presumed a

higher air dose rate indoors than outdoors, correapondíng to the cese

where the ganrna dose fron the building materials exceeded the reduction

ín dose due to shielding of gamma rays fro,m surrounding soil and rock.

This contrasts with the U.S. situation, where the net effect of building

materials is thought to be a slight reduction in the total dose rate.

For building materials and surrounding soil or rock that contain higher

radionuclide contents, the dose rate differences between outdoors and
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indoors would be correspondingly larger.

4. CoNTROL TECHNTQUES

From the few available indoor measurements of 2229î daughters, it

aPPears that variations of 0.01 WL from one building to another, depend-

ing on air exchange raÈes and on building or ground materials, ere not

unusual. The full range of values for conventional houses has a consid-

erably larger variation than this, largely because of differences in

source strength, and meesures that reduce the air exchange rate substan-

tialty cen be expected to change concentretions by corresponding

amounts. A daughter concentration of 0.01 WL, if experienced two-thirds

of the time, corresponds to an exposure of about 0.3 I{LM per year, about

a factor of l0 less than the occupational linit of 4 Wt-ùUy. (Exposure

of an individual to I I{L for 170 hours, a working month, yields one

trworking level monthrr or I'ILM.) On the other hand, variations in external

dose rate due to ordinary building materials are on the order of l0

mren/yr, less than one-hundredth of the nhole-body occupational dose

linit of 5 ren/y. If these occupaÈional linits correspond to sinilarly

valued risks, it appeers tha¡ the effect of the Btructure on radon

daughter exposures (given in I{LM/y) is far Eore eignificant than the

effect on external whole-body dose rates (given in ren/y), except in

cases involving naterials with unusually high radionuclide concentra-

tions. For this reason, the discuesion that follows emphasizes nethods

for controlling radon daughter exposures. One of these nethods, materi-

als substitution, nay also be used for control of gamma dose rates, par-

ticularly in caseE where materials have unueually high radionuclide con-

tents. An additional technique for control of gemma doses is installa-
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tion of shielding materials that do not themeelves contribute Eubstan-

tial radíation doses.

Techniques for control of indoor levels s¡ 2229¡ or íts daughters

include measures that decrease 2229¡¡ source6, reduce transport fron

sources, remove 222gÍL or its daughters from indoor air, or exchange

índoor air for outdoor air. The easiest technique to inplement in nany

cases is to increase the, air exchange rste, for exanple by opening win-

dows or installing fans. For reasons of comfort or energy efficiency,

other methods, Eometimes equally straightforward, may often be prefer-

able. In general, not enough is now known about the cost, effective-

ness, and applicabilíty of various measures to determine their role in

the general building stock.

e Meterial eelection or site preparat ion

Construction of a buílding with materials having 1e¡¡ 222¡¡ emanation

rates can affect the Bource strength directly. In some cases, attention

to naterials processing may reduce emanation rates. However, in situa-

tions where the aurrounding eoil and rock contribute most of ¡¡g 222p¡,

opportunítiea for controlling the Bource strength are linited, espe-

cially eince the diffusion length of 2229^ is relatively large and radon

source strength is seldon a criterion for site selection. Attention to

building materíals or site materíals (underlying and surrounding soil)

in nerr constructíon has a significant effect in caaes where the emana-

tion rete fron either of these nay be unusually high. Replacing such

materials (on a remedial basis) is often difficult or expensive, in

wtrich caee other measures may be favored. However, replacement has been

a principal technique in co-.uníties associated with uraniun mining or
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Processing (4t78, At79, At80).

b. Reducing transport

The principal neans of reducing the transport of radon to buildíng

interiors are to seal materials having significant emenation rates or,

for the case of transport from surrounding soil, to plug cracks or holes

through which air with a hi.gh 222Ptr- content (i.e., soil gas) moves.

Materíals nay be sealed by epoxies or other coetings with up to 90 per-

cent effectiveness (xrzt; cu73; Au74; cu78). sealing surfaces, filling

holes with inpervious materials, or stopping transport via installation

of plastic or oEher barriers has proved effective in some cases that

required remedial action (see, for example, 4t78, At79, At80), but they

all require integrity of the barrier for long-term trensport reduction.

The general applicability or effectiveness of these meesures as long-

term passive controls is not known. (ft should be noted that confine-

ment of radon by diffusion or convection barriers also permits buildup

of radon and its daughters behind the barrier, causing an increase in

gamme irradiation from building materials. Nevertheless, this increase

eppears less significant than the associated decrease in airbo¡¡g 222¡t

and daughters ICu76b]). Transport may also be reduced by ventilating

crawlspaces or basements or by designing transport routes that by-pass

slab floors or basements. This has been employed in the Canadian com-

munities ¡rith remedial action programs (4t80).

c. Removal of daughters from indoor air

Methods for removing 222*tt daughters from indoor

filtration. using fiber, electrostatic, or charcoal

elr include: ( I )
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of indoor air to cauae deposition within the structure or ventilation

systen; and (3) space charging to remove daughter ions. Filtration sys-

tems are effective in reducing airborne particulate mass concentrations.

Ho¡rever, depending on the syêtem, they may thereby raise the concentra-

tion of unattached daughter ions, especially 2l8po (Gu79); for Eome par-

ticle síze distributions, this would raise the ratio of lung dose to

PAEC. Nazaroff et el (tla8l) observed a substantial decreese of PAEC

from operaÈion of the furnace fan (which thereby activated the system's

filter), but the unattached fraction lras not measured. Guinond and

I{indhan (Gu78), Holub et el (Ho79), and Jonassen (Jo80) have perforned

related experiments on air mixing, ventilation, and filtration.

Finally, ín many measurement techniques, charge¿ 222gn daughters are

collected by voltage differentials, but it does not appear that this

principle can easily be applied as a control measure.

d. Exchange of indoor and outdoor air

Use of air-to-air heat exchangers to remove indoor air while recov-

ering potentially lost energy is now being investigated. Prelininary

results (na8l) indicate that this nethod is effective, in at least one

configuration, in reducing 2229î end daughter concentrations. This

nethod is particularly attractive because it can be applíed in both nerÍ

and existing buildings and because it is effective in reducing concen-

trations of other indoor pollutants.

5. RESEARCH NEEDS

Substantial research efforts ere needed

and Ëransport

in four interconnected

areas: (l) study of radon sources
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ment of the concentretions of radon and íts daughters indoors and char-

acterization of their behavior; (3) development and tesÈing of control

techniques; and (4) nodeling of radon and its daughters in structures.

These efforts need to be supported by development of measurement instru-

mentation and followed by an evaluation of control measures and building

energy conservation measures. In addition, evaluative efforts require

further work on the health effects of radon, which have not been dis-

cussed in this paper.

Programs to charactetíze building materials by radon emanation rate

or radionuclide content should be more rride-scale and complete. Even

more important, e program is needed to survey soil and groundwater in

respect to radionuclide content, radon emanation, and radon trensport.

A rapid effort should be undertaken to determine the feasibilíty of geo-

logic or geographic characterizaÈion of soil. As part of efforts to

characËerize materials, due attention ehould be given to ttre effect of

moisture, pressure, and Èemperature. Community weter supplies should

also be surveyed.

Studies of índoor radon and daughter concentretions should be ur.rder-

taken rrith two major purposes at this tine: firsÈ, to learn the range

and distribution of radon and/or its daughters in the building stock

and, second, to understand the behavior of radon and its daughters in

buildings. The first purpose requires surveys of a large number of

buildings, covering a variety of building types and geographic areas.

These surveys may be inplenented by associatíng then n¡ith other wide-

ecale efforts, such es those for energy-conservation retrofits or for

insurance purposee. These Burveys may meesure either radon concentre-
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tions or PAEC, and the PAEC is the parameter of more direcÈ health

inÈerest. However the radon concentration nay be the preferable parame-

ter for measurement in surveys, sipce an improved understanding of

daughter behavior could then be used Èo infer PAECs in e way that is

general izable.

Such an interpretive basis must be developed through intensive meas-

urements chêracterizing radon and daughter behavior indoors. Intensive

work at only a few eites would serve as a basis not only for understand-

ing measurement techniques but aleo for developing control techniques.

In these studies, particular attention nust be given to daughter parti-

cle interactions and removal processes. ResulÈs of these intensive

investigations would be validated by less-detailed field meesurements at

a larger number of sites. Ultinately, these results nould also serve as

a partial basis for estinetes of health effects.

Many such measurement prograns will have to be supported by instru-

mentation development. More convenienÈ portable instruments for field

source meaeurements based on alpha scintillation techniques or on NaI

gemma detectors could be developed. Further work on integrating devices

for large-scale Burveys of indoor concentrations is warranted¡ âs is

development of simple and quick daughter monitors wittr trigtr eensitivity.

For intensive ínvestigation of daughter behavior at a f.ew eites, more

versatile special-purpose systems must be designed to automatically

meesure infiltration rate, radon, individual radon daughters, particle

concentretions, and environmental conditions.

Substantial efforts to develop and study control techniques are

required. The effects of techniques to clean the air (raÈher than
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control the source) ¡¡ould have to be etudied in the manner indicated

above for detailed investigations of daughter behavior.

these meaaurenent progrens must be accompanied by corresponding

nodeling efforts. Models characterizing sources (on a

geologic/geographic basis) and trensport (by sites and building type)

are needed. Although models for physical processes ínvolving radon

daughters have begun to be developed, much more work is needed, espe-

cially for understanding daughter-particle interactions and control

techniques. Modele of indoor air quality that appropriately utilize the

source and daughter models could then be developed. Finally, the models

of indoor air quality could be conbined with models of the buildíng

stock in order to represent current radon and daughter concentrations

and the effects of changes in building desígn and of potential control

measures. Mode1s of indoor air quality and the building stock will be

necessary for assessing exposure to any indoor eir pollutant and for

evaluation of potentíal strategies for controlling indoor air quality.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The najor factors affecting sources and levels of airborne radionu-

clides and radiatíon in buildings are known. However, for radon and its

daughters, which are the najor contributors to human radiation exposures

indoors, concentrations vary greatly from one building to another and

from one tine to another. Although this variation is known to arise

from differences in.eource nagnitudes and in building type or operation,

not enough is no¡r known to characterize indoor concentrations generally,

inctuding the effect of specifíc radon sources or building features.

Understanding presenÉ íttdoor concentrations, or the effect of potential
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chenges in building design, requires substantial

and Èheoretical Btudy of radon sorces, indoor

behavior, and control techniques.

further experimenÈal

concentrations and
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Table I: Estl¡eted Annual Tfssue Absorbed Dose fron Natural Sources Ln
ttNolTaltt Areas (adapted frour IINSCEAR (Un77))

lfssue ebsorbed dose rate (orad/v)
Source Gonads Lung Bone lfnlng

ce1ls
Red bone

DATTOIJ

Cosnfc radlatlona
External terrestrfalb

radlatlon
Inhaled tadon 222c

and daughters

Other radfonuclfdes
fn the body

28 28

32

0.2 30

78 1r3

28

32 32

25

85

2318

0.3

8.5

28

32

0.3

31

92

2.r

r30

Tote I
Fractlon of absorbed
dose delivered by
alpha partícles or
neutrons (Z)

Dose Equivalent d

(nre¡r/y )

r,2 31

96 7g0c 220

eOutdoor dose rate; no Etructulel shieldlng 1s presrued.

bTi"".r" doae rate âpproxfruately aæe outdoors and fndoors; af¡ dose fs taken
to be l8Z hfgher lndoors than outdoors, but dtfferent convcrslons to tissue
dose coDpenaate.

clased on ! reprelcntetive fndoor radon Cau3htet co:lco:tratÍon of 0.C35 tllt
Ín which ce8e the totâl dose equfvalent to the lung te dølnated by alPha
aedfatfon froE the daughters. Thfe doee varlee aub6tantlally among differ-
eDt types of tfssue slthfn the lung.

dCalculated asernfng s quallty factor of. 20 (tr¡77) for the hfgh-LET dose
(predonfnautly fro rlPhå Partlcles) anil rounded to two signlflcant
flgures.
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Table 2. Average radionuclfde content of U.S. bullding -terialsa

Reference HaterLal

LL79 Concrete

E178, Ka79 Concrete
Brlck
Tlle

In81

238u s.ti."b
(pc1/e)

o.29-L.32

0.2-1.0
1.5

232Th s..i."b
(pcr/e)

0. 28-1. 58

0.2-1.0
L.4

40
K

(pc1/e)

6. 6-9. I

1.5
1.8
t.l

1.4
1.8
1.9

2L
L7
I

ComenÈs

Srmarized Eeaaurenenta to select
counÈlng rom materÍals

Atlanta area
Atlanta area
Atlante areå

9 Eetropolltan areaa
Ne¡¡ Mexlco

IÞ
(.,-l

I

Concrete
Solar rock bed

5-12
25

Un77 Concrete 0.9-2.0 0.8-2.3 9-19 European concreÈesc

aBach entry fs the average value for a sample group; a range l-s glven for cases where several eample groupa lrere
eranLned.

bB""",.r". workers deEected varlous rûeubers of the decay series, results 1n each coh¡o¡r are dl.rectly comparable
only tf serles equíll-brLun nay be assr.ned. See fndlcated references for detafls.

"1h"". values are taken, for conparlson, from Un77, Table 8 (pg. 5O)rwtrlch gl-ves a nuch more conplete survey of
European bulldfng naEerials Èhan 1e available for the Unl-ted Stetes,



Table 3. SelecÈed radon and radon daughÈer measureDenÈs ln U.S. regldenceg
(reeldencee âre slngle felly qcept where noced)

I¡catlon
ORDINARY â¡EAS:

Temessee

Refèrence 222Ro (oct/ltt Pauchter PAEG (l¡L)a

Io80 0,008(0.0008-0.03)

(up ro o.oo2)

(up Èo o.oo2)

o. oo4b (0. oo2-0. o13)

Ie72

Geo78

F181

Ru79

Bê79 (0.04-0.8)

Ilo80 (o.6-22)

l{o81 (o.L-27) (0,001:0.12)

Nmber of
Rpsidencea

26

133

Type of
Measure¡ent

Grab

Grab md ventl.-
latlon
Gråb and Ventl-
lation

Grab

Co@enta

Shale area; nostly concrele
conEÈructfon

t5

7

3

Slngle farfly; a1r exchange
raÈe 3 1-ó h-l

üultlple fufly; alr exchange
rate¡ 5-9 h-l

EoaÈoD

¡TY/NJ

Neu York

IIllnols

0.07 (0,005-0.2)

0.09 (0.01-0.2)

o. Bb(0.3-3. r)

1.0(0
6.4(2

1)
)

4-2.
È26

2L

11
7

z2

26

L7

53

Several lûtegrated
¡eaaur€lentg over
yêer

Integrated vfnterf
InÈegrated sLnter'

17 elngle fÐfly; 3 lultlple
fully¡ 1 apartænt bldg.

ConventLonal houeee
rEnetgy-Ef f lcfentrr houeea ¡

veDtLlatfon rate not æagured

Ilood-frae conatructlon, upaved
crarl spacee (vlndove cloaed)

Afr cbange rrÈe3 O.O2-f.2 h-l
(rlndoua cloeed)

Energy-efftclent housea; efr chmge
a¡te: 0.04-1.0h-ksfndovs cloeed)

Alr cbange rates 0.06-1.6 h-l

(0.3-33)

IÞo\
I

Sa Fræclaco
area

Grab md venÈI-
lat1on

U. S. /Camda

Èlarylaod

SPECHL AREAS:

Grab aud ventl.-
¡.etlon

Grab erd veûtl-
latlon

Integreted year
round

Grmd Junctlon
Colorado

Ba75

Gu78

Gu78

En80

En80

o, oo6b

0.004 (0.0007-0.014)

0.014 (up to 0.10)

o.02

29 Controla for re¡edtal gctlon Progre!
(wt¡tcb hes lncluded houaea ln range
0.02-1 nL)

Controla on un¡fnerallzed 80114

lþuaea oo reclelæd PhosPhate
lande

IntenBlve Elnlng area

IntmsÍve nlnlng area

Florfda

Uontana: Butte

.Anaconda

Intetr¡Èed
round

IntegraÈed
round

yeår

year

56

t6

Integreted year
round

0.013 Integrated year

tltdf"td*l values are averages; values gfven 1n Perentheaes are rangea. AlL neasurments are Ín livlng spåce¡ valueg Ln bas@enta are typlcelly hfgherbceoDetrfc 
deen.

"Llrf t"d supring rndrcates swr concentraclona are approxr¡aÈ eLy 2oz, of rr-nter.

round
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This report was done with support from the
Department of Energy. Any conclusions or opinions
expressed in this report represent solely those of the
author(s) and not necessarily those of The Regents of
the University of California, the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory or the Department of Energy,

Reference to a company or product name does
not imply approval or recommendation of the
product by the University of California or the U,S.
Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that
may be suitable.
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